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cob (detected by trend micro as ransomware.cob) is an open-source ransomware that uses
the mimikatz and shadowserver lda to detect and steal login credentials from the windows

box. it is known to have been active since november 2017. this family has a mixture of
ransomwares containing different files. it includes multiple variants, such as

ransomware.cob2 and ransomware.cob3. in this fourth week of 2018, the new vupen
ransomware variant begins to spread to the public. ransomware.vupen.a (detected by

trend micro as ransomware.a) is a ransomware that drops a.bat file that makes the
ransomware appear as an update for adobe flash. it is also advertised as a “no scan”

ransomware on the victim’s computer, claiming that it has a “hidden” component that will
help protect the computer from a malicious attack. the hackers behind virut ransomware
have evolved by updating the encryption algorithm and filename, making the new variant
only available for os x. virut (detected by trend micro as ransomware.virut.a) has a similar

user interface as ransomware.bitdefender (detected by trend micro as
ransomware.bitdefender.a). it uses the aes-256 algorithm to encrypt files and the

filenames of those files, and it also uses the same ransom note that we’ve seen in other
variants in the past. the current wave of ransomware is primarily a file-encrypting one, but
the latest variant of coinvault.cob (detected by trend micro as ransomware.coinvault.cob.a)
may be targeting network data. according to the ransom note, the attacker has been able

to gain access to the victim’s network, which means that the attacker has the ability to
steal sensitive information. however, the ransom note also claims that the attacker can

decrypt the encrypted files for a fee of $1,000.00.
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